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DESCRIPTION io. M r r l  r l a l r m r n l  on r(ratr#y of i n w r l y . l i o n .  b. Prognrr and occompluhmenl~  of prior year. c. What will be accompluhrd 
t h u  year. o. well a1 how and w h y .  and d S u m m e  biblIo#mphyJ I 1 
I 
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a) Infrared spectroscopic i~tm~ontation ham been developed for ground-based 
meutuewnts of utrophymid objeck in tho intermediate infrued. 
~ichelron intorfarontor is limited for astronomical applicrtions in the intermediate 
infrared by quantum noise fluctutiom in the radiation from the source and/or 
background incident on the detector, .nd the multiplex dvant.ge is no longer available. 
One feasible approach to recovering the multiplex advantage is post-dispersion. 
infrared signal, Jter pusing through telescope and interferometer, is dispersed by a 
lor resolution grating spectromer onto an array of detectors. The feasibility of the 
porrt-dispersion sfstam has been dom&rrted with obsenations of .strophysical objects 
in the 5 and 10 18 atmospheric rdndows' from ground-based telescopes. Ground-based 
obserrations will be d e  during n87/88 with the post-dispersion 878teB at Kitt Peak 
using the FT9 at the &meter telescope, and Ydlrth telescope. 
Hdath telescope with facility Fourier transform spectrometers. Jupiter, Satur Yars 
considerably higher thm had been achieved prdomly. 
ethane and acetylene emission. 
spectrone tar. 
c) Proposals will be submitkd for FY89 to observe Jupiter, Saturn, Y u s  and Venus 
with the 4-meter sad X&th FT3 using the Goddrrd potdisperser. 
submitted and u e  being preprred demcribing the imtruaent and our ob8errations. 
d) Publication8 
'A cryogenic Grating Postdisperser for btronomicrl Obser~ations using Fourier 
Transform Spectrometers', G. Wiedeunn, D. Jedngs, V. Kunde, G. Laab, E. Moseley, and 
B. Hanel, submitted. 
'Detection of 12 M ~ C ~ O M  M g I  and OH Lines in Stellar Spectra', D. Jennings, D. 
De-, G. Wiedenmn, J. J. Kedy, AD. J.., 310, L39. 
'Detection of -13 Ethane in the Atmosphere of Jupiter', G. Bjoraker, D. Jennings, 
and C. Wiedenmn, in prepation. 
A conventional 
The 
b) During FY87/88 the post-dispermer was wed at the Kitt Peak 4-moter telescope and 
and Venus were obrarvd. On Jupiter, the resolution at 12 UC~OM m a  0.01 cm- f,  
The ipecrum contains Jovian 
Construction ma begun on the large cqogenic grating 
hwcripts hare been. 
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